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Abstract
Nowadays, the application of conjoint analysis for measuring customers’ preferences for goods
and services is wide-spread in marketing. A sample of customers is confronted with fictive offers
and asked for evaluations. From these responses part worths for attribute levels of the offers are
estimated and used to develop an optimal design and pricing for an offer. However, especially in
tourism, it can be observed that attribute importance not only differs between customers but also
varies over a single customer’s usage situations and her/his mood. In this paper, we propose a
measurement approach that respects this variation. Part worths are stochastically modeled and
estimated using Bayesian procedures. The approach is applied to design and price a water park.
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1. Introduction
Since the 1970s conjoint analysis has been intensively used by tourism managers to design and price competing
multi-attributed goods or services. Maybe the best known early application was Marriot’s introduction of the
new hotel chain “Courtyard by Marriot” in 1982 [1]: To support the hotel chain managers, 50 important hotel
chain attributes and altogether 167 levels were selected during workshops. So, e.g., for the attribute “Building
shape” the levels “L-shaped w/landscape” and “Outdoor courtyard” were specified, for the attribute “Pool type”
the levels “No pool”, “Rectangular shape”, “Free form shape”, and “Indoor/outdoor”. After this, a sample of
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business and nonbusiness travelers was asked to evaluate fictive offers—characterized by these attributes and
levels—with respect to their willingness to stay overnight. The responses were analyzed using regression-like
procedures, the resulting part worths later formed the basis for market share prediction and for the development
of design and pricing recommendations. In 1988, six years after this data collection and analysis, already 111
“Courtyard by Marriot” hotels had been opened according to these recommendations. The guest-tracking studies
showed that the travelers were highly satisfied with the hotel chain’s design and pricing. Also, the market share
of the chain was within four percentage points of the predicted market share [1]. From then on, Marriot as well
as other researchers and managers used this successful methodology. The applications range, e.g., from modeling tourists’ selection of holiday resorts [2]-[5] over the design and pricing of package tours [6]-[8] to the design
of travel brochures and other advertising material [9].
So, nowadays, conjoint analysis is widespread in tourism and other application fields. Selka and Baier [9] describe 1899 commercial applications over the last ten years alone in Germany. In most cases design (59%) and
pricing problems (88%) were in the focus (multiple assignments allowed). Most of the applications used choicebased conjoint analysis (94%) and web interviewing (74%). However, Selka and Baier [9] also found out that
the average validity of these applications has deteriorated over time. Selka and Baier [10] ascribe this deterioration partly to the advancement of online data collection: Respondents perform their evaluation tasks in changing
environments with many distraction possibilities and therefore are not able to give unambiguous answers. As
one possible solution to this problem often [11] [12] the usage of Bayesian procedures has been proposed where
the respondents’ part worths are modeled in a more flexible (stochastic) manner than in traditional conjoint
analysis. In this paper, we discuss this proposition in more detail and apply it to simulated and to real data in
tourism. In section 2 the approach is motivated and discussed, section 3 summarizes an application to simulated
data, section 4 describes an application where a major German water park wants to rethink the pricing. The paper closes with conclusions and outlook.

2. Bayesian Conjoint Analysis: Data Collection, Data Analysis, and Market Share
Prediction
For measuring customers’ preferences with respect to multi-attributed goods and services, conjoint analysis is
well-known and wide-spread [13] [14]. All variants of conjoint analysis have in common, that a sample of respondents is confronted with fictive offers—described conjointly by attribute levels. From the evaluations of
these fictive offers part worths for the attribute levels are estimated and used to predict choice decisions in different market scenarios. The conjoint analysis variants differ with respect to the data collection formats and estimation procedures. However, since many years [15] [10], the choice-based variant CBC (abbreviation for
choice-based conjoint analysis, see [16] [17]) is the most popular one. This popularity holds for all application
fields, also for tourism research [5] [7] [18].

2.1. Traditional Estimation of the Respondents’ Part Worths Using CBC
CBC is also known under the name discrete choice [18] [19] and received its popularity due to the wide-spread
CBC software system [20]. This software system—like other CBC systems—supports that a sample of I respondents ( i = 1, , I ) is subsequently confronted with J i sets ( j = 1, , J i ) of K ij fictive offers
( k = 1,, Kij ) . The respondents are asked to select a most preferred fictive offer in each set. Let qijk denote
the results of these selections with qijk = 1 if k was the preferred fictive offer in set j for respondent i
and qijk = 0 if not. The fictive offers and the sets of fictive offers are constructed in a balanced manner with
respect to pre-defined attributes and levels. Typically, the levels of the attributes are nominal scaled with few
values, but—for part worth estimation—are converted to interval scaled values using a dummy coding with respect to M dimensions ( m = 1, , M ) which indicate whether an offer has a specific level for each attribute
(=1) or not (=0) leaving out one level per attribute as the reference level. So, e.g., let in the following, the M
-dimensional vector x jk denote the dummy coded presence of M attribute levels for offer k in set j .
Typical settings for CBC data collection are three to five competing offers within one set (sometimes with an
additional “no choice” attribute and a corresponding offer in each set for describing an offer that indicates that
no offer is acceptable). The respondents are confronted with, e.g., 10 to 15 fictive offer sets. The offers itself are
characterized using, e.g., four up to ten attributes that can take two up to ten attribute levels (see Reference [20]
for examples). For part worth estimation, now, the observed selections in each set must be predicted using the
M -dimensional vectors of model parameters βi ( i = 1, , I ) for the (unknown) part worths of customer i .
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Following the multinomial logit approach with an assumed independently, identically type I extreme distributed additional error in the (overall) utilities, the observed selections are modeled using
=
pijk

exp ( x ′jk βi )

=
∀i 1,
=
, I , j 1,=
, J i , k 1, , K ij

∑ ( exp ( x ′jk ′ βi ) )
Kij

(1)

k ' =1

as the probability that customer i selects offer k in set j from the K ij presented offers. The model parameters are estimated by maximizing the data likelihood (see Ben-Akiva and Lerman [18] for details), but—due
to a typical mismatch between the number of observations (the number of presented sets to one respondent J i )
and the number of model parameters (the number of attribute levels after dummy coding M )—CBC usually
assumes identical part worths and error distributions across all respondents during estimation. The data of all
respondents are used to derive an M -dimensional mean part worth vector β which can later be used to predict market shares of competing offers in an assumed market scenario. For this prediction an analogous equation
to (1) is used.

2.2. Estimation of an Empirical Distribution of the Respondents’ Part Worths
Bayesian procedures for conjoint analysis now differ from the above described modeling insofar that the model
parameters βi ( i = 1, , I ) are not assumed to be deterministic (with unknown values) but itself to be distributed according to some pre-defined distributional assumptions. So, e.g., one could assume that the βi follow
a multivariate normal distribution with expected values μ and covariance matrix H or—even more complex—a mixture of T multivariate normal distributions with expected values μt and covariance matrix H t
for component t ( t = 1, , T ) and mixing parameters η , i.e.
T

βi ~ ∑ηt Normal ( μt , H t )
t =1

∀i =1, , I

(2)

The underlying idea for this modeling assumption is that the part worths of the respondents can vary over
choices and that this variation has to be taken into account. So, e.g., when asked to evaluate a set of water park
offers, a respondent can have different situations in mind, e.g., a short visit to go swimming alone or a day trip
with the family. Depending on the situation in mind, the part worths for the attribute levels can vary. So, e.g., in
the first situation the “low distance” has a higher and the “good quality” of the saunas and fun pools has a lower
importance. The components allow modeling these different situations, the normal distribution allows to model
unambiguous evaluations. The version with T = 1 is implemented in Sawtooth’s CBC/HB system (see Sawtooth Software [21]). The version with T > 1 was introduced in a similar context by Baier [22] and extends the
formulation by Baier and Polasek [11], but was also discussed for market segmentation issues by Otter, Tüchlerand Frühwirth-Schnatter [23].
In order to estimate the model parameters βi ( i = 1, , I ) , η , μt , and H t ( t = 1, , T ) , a hierarchical
modeling is used that assumes two modeling layers:
• At the higher layer, we assume that respondents’ part worths βi ( i = 1, , I ) are described by a mixture of
multivariate normal distributions. Such a distribution is characterized by the model parameters η , μt , and
H t ( t = 1, , T ) according to equation (2).
• At the lower layer we assume that, given a respondent’s part worths βi ( i = 1, , I ) , her/his probabilities of
selecting an offer in a set are governed by the multinomial logit model according to equation (1).
The parameters are estimated by an iterative process where in each of these steps one set of parameters is reestimated conditionally, given current values of the other sets, using Gibbs sampling. As a result we receive
from each iteration a draw of all parameters. The draws across all iterations form joint empirical distributions of
the model parameters. So, e.g., when L iterations were used for estimation, we receive with βil ( l = 1, , L )
the empirical distribution of the respondent i’s part worths.
The details of this iterative procedure generalize the estimation procedure given in Sawtooth Software [21]
and are not given here (see Baier [22] for details in a similar setting), but it should be mentioned that Baier [22]
has shown—in a similar setting for Bayesian procedures in metric conjoint analysis—that the version (with
T > 1 ) can—in many cases—be approximated by the more simple approach (with T = 1 ) without a major loss
of validity. This is due to the flexibility of the Bayesian estimation procedures and can be seen also from the
empirical distribution of the respondents’ part worths.
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2.3. Usage of the Empirical Distribution of the Respondents’ Part Worths for Design and
Pricing

The empirical distribution of the respondents’ part worths can now be used also to predict choice probabilities of
the respondents in an assumed market scenario with K ∗ competing offers with descriptions xk∗
k = 1, , K ∗ using

(

)

=
pik∗

1 L
∑
L l =1

(

)=
∀i
∑ ( exp ( x ′ β ) )
exp xk′∗ βi

K

∗

k ′=1

*
k′

=
1,
, I , k 1, , K ∗

(3)

i

a similar formulation to (1) as the probability that respondent i selects offer k . Using some weighted average
across the respondents this probabilities can be aggregated to predict market shares and—with additional pricing
and costs information—sales and profit for the competing offers.

3. Application to Simulated Data
3.1. Generation of Empirical Part Worth Distributions
The first application is used to demonstrate the usefulness of the new approach. The simulated application domain is water park design and pricing. We assume that the competing offers can be described by M = 3 attributes (“Low distance”, “Good quality”, “Low price”) that can take values between 0 and 1. So, e.g., the level “1”
of the attribute “low price” indicates that a water park has a pre-defined low entry fee (say, e.g., 1.5 money units)
whereas “0” has a pre-defined high entry fee (say, e.g., 5 money units). The level “1” of the attribute “high quality” is associated with more service and offers that cause additional costs per visit (say, e.g., 1.5 money units)
whereas the level “0” reflects standard offers without additional costs per visit (say, e.g., 0 money units).
Further, empirical part worth distributions for I = 20 respondents are generated that assume that they come
from four market segments:
• segment 1 are “sport enthusiasts” (that usually go swimming but sometimes like also to visit a water park for
relaxation),
• segment 2 are “families with children”,
• segment 3 are “working singles” (that like to swim in the morning but visit a water park on weekends),
• segment 4 are “retired persons” (with a small income that like to swim).
The chosen segments reflect the customer structure as reported by the management of the focused water park
to create the most realistic result. For each segment two usage situations are assumed, one with a focus on “just
swimming” and one with a focus on “a longer visit of a water parks. As discussed in the last section, we assume
that the part worths across segments and usage situations may differ, so, the empirical distributions are generated by drawing values from mixtures of multivariate normal distributions with M = 3 dimensions and
T = 4 × 2 = 8 components. Further assumptions reflect the different sizes of the segments (segment 1: 6 respondents, segment 2: 6 respondents, segment 3: 4 respondents, segment 4:4 respondents), the proportions of the
components, and the component-specific mean part worths and covariances. Table 1 reflects these settings.
One can easily see that, e.g., all segments have in the usage situation “swim” a stronger focus on the attribute
level “low distance” and that, e.g., the segment “family with children” has in the usage situation “visit” a
stronger focus on “low price”. The weights reflect the proportions of the eight components across the sample,
e.g., the segments “sports enthusiasts” and “family with children” are more important than “working singles”
and “retired persons”. As additional distributional assumptions for the components a standard deviations of 1
was assumed. According to these settings, for each respondent an empirical distribution with 25 draws was generated. The results are shown in Figure 1. Additionally, in Figure 2, the mean part worths for the 20 persons are
given. It should be mentioned that these averaged part worths in Figure 2 normally form the basis for the subsequent market simulation.

3.2. Market Simulation on Basis of the Empirical Part Worth Distributions
and of the Means
The generated empirical part worth distributions are now used for market simulation. We assume a water park
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Table 1. Mean part worths across segments and usage situations (8 components).
Segment:

“Sports enthusiasts”

“Family with children”

“Working singles”

“Retired persons”

Usage situation:

“Swim”

“Visit”

“Swim”

“Visit”

“Swim”

“Visit”

“Swim”

“Visit”

Weights:

0.18

0.12

0.12

0.18

0.10

0.10

0.12

0.08

“Low distance”

0.714

0.091

0.714

0.111

0.143

0.143

0.455

0.455

“Good quality”

0.143

0.455

0.143

0.333

0.143

0.714

0.091

0.091

“Low price”

0.143

0.455

0.143

0.556

0.714

0.143

0.455

0.455

Figure 1. Empirical part worth distribution across all persons.

Figure 2. Mean part worths for all persons.
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market scenario as described in Table 2. The table contains the actual xk∗ k = 1, , K ∗ values of four competing water parks, for our water park (offer 4 in Table 2) a new pricing is looked for.
Basing on the market prediction equation (3) sales predictions can be made for varying attribute levels “low
price” and “high quality” with respect to the sample of respondents now.
Figure 3 reflects these predictions in percent of the status quo sales (with xk∗ values of the four competing
water parks according to Table 2 where the values for our water park were 0.8 for “high quality” and 0.3 for
“low price”). The 100% isoquantel line shows that the actual sales could also be achieved, e.g., with values 0.9
for “high quality” and 0.0 for “low price”, this means that a price uplift from actual 4 money units to 5 money
units could be compensated by a respective increase of services and additional offers (Note that additional costs
for the increase of services are already modeled). Figure 3 also gives some hints with respect to improve the
sales: Values 1.2 for “high quality” and 0.11 for “low price” (see the point “max (draws)” in Figure 3) allow increasing the sales to 160% of the actual sales. The management has to decide whether this change of strategy
could be an alternative. Figure 3 also gives the results when using the mean part worths instead of the empirical
distribution of the part worths for sales prediction: Here, the sales could be maximized for values 1.2 for “high
quality” and 0.35 for “low price” (see the point “max (means)” in Figure 3). However, as also can be seen in
Figure 3, these values would lead to a suboptimal solution when taking the empirical distribution into account
with only an increase of the sales to 137% of the actual sales.
Table 2. Water park market scenario with four competing offers.
Water parks:

1

2

3

4 (our offer)

“Low distance”

0.9

0.6

1.0

0.1

“High quality”

0.1

0.6

0.5

0.8

“Low price”

0.9

0.1

0.3

0.3

Figure 3. Sales depending on variations of the attribute levels “low price” and
“high quality”.
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4. Application to Real Data

Since the last years nearly 90 new water parks have been opened in Germany which offers bathing areas and
wellness including saunas [24]. For a sustainable and successful competition in the leisure market, preferences
should be measured especially in this branch in order to take appropriate measures for customer acquisition and
customer retention. The regional water park of interest faces with this strong competition.
The main application tasks were to measure the customers’ preferences via a customer survey based on CBC
and to predict market shares and sales under varying pricing and design options. In order to create realistic
product profiles focus group interviews [14] were conducted with customers and water park managers. Additionally, an internet-based analysis of all regional water parks and a comparison of the services offered were
made. But also, the attributes and levels were also selected in front of the background of former studies in tourism. So, e.g. Schroeder and Louviere [25], Jurowski and Gursoy [26], Moutinho [27], and Nicolau and Más [28]
discussed the importance of the attribute “low distance”, Milman [29], Morley [30], Nicolau [31], Nicolau and
Más [28] Pracejus and Olsen [32] Schroeder and Louviere [25] and Stevens [33] the attribute “low price”, Moutinho [27], Thach and Axinn [34] and McClung [35] the attributes “fun pool” or “brine bath”, or Mueller and
Kaufmann [36] the attribute “many saunas”. The corresponding levels were defined to reflect the status quo
market scenario in the region but also to give hints for necessary improvements. So, e.g., for the “low price”
attribute the levels “26 Euro” (dummy coded as “0”, for the day ticket) to “15 Euro” (dummy-coded as “1”)
were specified. For the attribute “many saunas” the levels “5 Saunas” (dummy-coded as “0”) to “14 saunas” (as
“1”) were selected.
For data collection, a CBC web interviewing approach was selected. The respondents were sampled using regional social networks and banners on websites were sports activities were promoted. A quota controlling was
performed according to the water park management’s demands. So, e.g., the respondents were mainly sampled
from residents of a near-by major town that forms the main customer reservoir for the water park. To fulfill the
quota with respect to elderly people, also personal interviews were conducted. Each respondent had to deliver 16
choice tasks, each with three competing offers and an additional “none” alternative. Finally, a total of 201 interviews could be performed. Also, the respondent’s usage intensity of waterparks was collected to distinguish
heavy from light users when predicting market shares. So, e.g., an adult that goes swimming one time a year got
a weight of 1 whereas a family with two adults and more than one child that go swimming several times a weak
received a weight of 300. The data collection took the different usage situations of the respondents into account
by offering varying usage possibilities.

4.1. Part Worth Estimation
For part worth estimation, Sawtooth Software’s CBC/HB system was used that allows to derive for each respondent an empirical part worth distribution. The data validity was tested by using the averaged root likelihood
value (RLH). This measure indicates how good the observed data are reproduced. A value of 1 indicates a perfect fit, a naïve model would result into a value of 1 divided by the number of alternatives in the choice sets. The
collected data showed after calibration an averaged RLH Value of 0.613, which is clearly superior to 1/4—the
value of a naïve model. Table 3 gives the resulting means of the empirical distribution of the part worths. One
can easily see the high importance of the attribute “low price” but also—as in the simulated data application
from above—the reduced information if we only take the mean part worths for each respondent.
Note that the estimated part worths are given in Table 3 just by their means and their standard deviations (one
standard deviation with respect to all draws, one with respect to the means for each respondent). From the given
means we can easily see that—on average—some of the attributes have a negative impact on the utility for a
water parc (e.g. “Fun pool”), whereas most of the attributes have a positive impact (e.g. “Low distance”, “Low
price” and so on). Also the “None” option also has a negative value (−5.719). This values can be interpreted as
follows: In a market scenario with only one water park having level “1” for all attributes (except the “None”
having a 0), the average utility for this water park would be 7.753, the average probability to select this water
e7.753
park against the “None” option (having “0” at all attributes except “None”) would be 7.753 −5.719 ≈ 100% .
e
+e
However, this would be a high quality offer at a very low price and would take into account that some respondents have higher “None” part worths and lower other part worths. Here, the usefulness of the introduced me-
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thodology can be easily seen: The empirical distribution of the draws across respondents and possible usage situations results in variation. It should be mentioned that the Bayesian procedures have the flexibility to model
this inter- and intra-individual variations as discussed in the last section.

4.2. Market Simulation on Basis of the Empirical Part Worth Distributions and of the
Means
Now, again as in the simulated application, we can predict market shares and sales in an assumed market scenario of competing water parks as defined in Table 4. Again, the table contains the actual xk∗ k = 1, , K ∗
values of four competing water parks in the region, again, for our water park (offer 1 in Table 4) a new pricing
is looked for. As can be seen from Table 4, our water park is far away from the target population (“low distance”
has level 0), not very cheap (23 Euro) but provides some interesting offers (e.g., w.r.t. “brine bath”, “many saunas”, and “calm”). Water park 2 is nearby the target population, relatively cheap (15 Euro) but has few offers.
Water park 3 has advantages w.r.t. “brine bath” or “recommended” but is even more expensive (26 Euro). Now,
again, basing on the market prediction Equation 3 sales predictions can be made for varying attribute levels
“low price” and “many saunas” (as a proxy for quality improvement).
Figure 4 gives the respective improvements in contrast to the actual sales. Again, there are some improvement possibilities (up to 113 %) and the results show that taking the means would lead to a suboptimal result.

(

)

Table 3. Means and standard deviations (SD) of the estimated empirical distribution of the part worths (“across all draws”
and solely “across the means”).
Attribute

Levels

Mean part worth

SD across all draws

SD across means

“Low distance”

0: “31 min.” vs. 1: “4 min.”

0.766

1.654

1.271

“Low price”

0: “26 Euro” vs. 1: “15 Euro”

2.084

2.056

1.680

“Fun pool”

0: “no” vs. 1 “yes”

−0.730

1.358

1.062

“Outside bath area”

0: “no” vs. 1 “yes”

0.754

1.718

1.183

“Brine bath”

0: “no” vs. 1 “yes”

0.836

1.890

1.426

“Many saunas”

0: “5 saunas” vs. 1: “14 saunas”

1.065

2.030

1.708

“Recommended”

0: “no” vs. 1 “yes”

1.015

1.506

1.161

“Calm”

0: “no” vs. 1 “yes”

1.963

3.325

3.071

“None”

0: “no” vs. 1 “yes”

−5.719

3.520

2.719

Table 4. Waterpark market scenario with three competing and a “no choice” alternative.
Water parks:

1 (our park)

2

3

None

“Low distance”

0.0

1.0

0.161

0.0

“Low price”

0.273

1.0

0.0

0.0

“Fun pool”

0.7

0.6

0.0

0.0

“Outside bath area”

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.0

“Brine bath”

0.7

0.0

1.0

0.0

“Many saunas”

1.0

0.357

0.5

0.0

“Recommended”

0.1

0.0

1.0

0.0

“Calm”

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

“None”

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0
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Figure 4. Sales of water park 1 depending on variations of the attribute levels “low price” and “many saunas”

5. Conclusion and Outlook
The paper has presented a new approach to predict market shares in tourism on the basis of conjoint analysis.
Instead of using the mean part worths for each respondent, the empirical distributions are used.
However some limitations of the study must be mention. The first point is the sample size. For a generalization more respondents needed. The second point is the chosen segments. Further analysis should use more differentiated or other customer segments to create more realistic results at all. The third point is the chosen
attributes and attributes levels. Other researchers may use another set of attributes.
In conclusion it was demonstrated that the conjoint analysis proves to be a useful approach for pricing and design of water parks. The methodology has some advantages. The first is the use of the draws instead of mean
part worths for each respondent. As presented the usual use of mean part worths lead to reduced information—
therefore this technique is associated with a bias in the results. The second is the consideration of the combination of differentiated customer usage intensities and current family status whereby the customer value can be
mirrored.
The results are promising, both in the simulated as well as the real data settings, but—of course—must be
further analyzed.
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